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"Know your place!" Feeling the attack coming from behind, Leon's expression turned cold.

Even though he had the Mirror of Sovereign that could block any attack at the Semi Almighty State and below, it was in front of

his chest, not on his back!

He did not dare to be careless when he felt the sudden attack behind him.

So, he abandoned his attack on the Fifth Guardian, turning around and quickly meeting the Sixth Guardian's attack!

The Sixth Guardian already saw Leon's skills. There was no way he would dare to face Leon head-on!

He was just planning on saving the Fifth Guardian from Leon's attack. With his goal already accomplished, he quickly pulled

back, using his speed advantage to avoid Leon's attack easily!

"You want to run? It's not going to be that easy!" Leon sneered.

After that, he activated Phantom Steps again, leaving behind an afterimage as he suddenly appeared in front of the Sixth

Guardian again!

Boom!

At that moment, he launched a thunderous attack right at the Sixth Guardian!

"How fast!" The Sixth Guardian was shocked.

He was confused before this. Leon only was as quick and powerful as someone in the intermediate or advanced Emperor State.

How did he manage to injure the Fifth Guardian so easily?!

He finally understood that Leon's footwork was incredibly strange. It was very fast, catching everyone else completely offguard!

If it was a regular situation, as long as he was careful enough, Leon's footwork might not be able to do anything to him since he

was at the Semi Almighty State!

Yet, he was already injured by Leon, so his skills and speed were significantly decreased!

On top of that, Phantom Steps was just too strange. He wanted to avoid Leon, but was not able to do anything!

Boom!

With things as they were, he was forced to stubbornly send out an attack, trying to block Leon!

Bang!

With another clash, Leon's attack broke through the Sixth Guardian's defenses, slamming onto the Sixth Guardian and sending

him flying again!

When he crashed on the ground, the Sixth Guardian's injuries were just too severe. He spat out mouthfuls of blood and crumpled

on the ground, unable to fight anymore!

"Capture the two of them!" Leon shouted to the Sharp brothers after dealing with the Sixth Guardian.

The two of them were already heavily injured and unable to fight, and he was not in the habit of taking lives.

He did not need to continue attacking them anymore!

"Yes!"

The brothers acknowledged the order, immediately capturing the Fifth and Sixth Guardians, cutting off their power.

Taking the chance, Leon took a Spirit Nurturing Pill.

He continuously used Earthly Plunder and Phantom Steps to take down the Fifth and Sixth Guardians just now.

It expended quite a lot of his spiritual energy!

The Spirit Nurturing Pills were very similar to Energy Nurturing Pills. It could assist in the training of a sage, and improve

recovery of spiritual energy.

After taking the pill, his spiritual energy started to quickly recover.
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